
form of environmental illness similar to
and some others have, only one cluster of

kinds of environmental sensitivities people can have.

One! man's fear - is another's nightmare.
I

Mad Harb has a
th¥
the! many

In ihis concern for his own personal experience as a member
of la subgroup he seems to be ignoring the implications of their
be~ng several groups, of their being existing science and
redongition of several of these sub-groups already, for
dedades and even centuries in some cases. He may be
alj,OWing his own experience to eclipse the fact that
se sitivities are not new to medicine, to Health Canada,
to the Liberal Party of Canada, or to anyone else.

Ma , Harb's general form of sensitivities mayor may not be
re~OgniZed' but many many other forms of sensitivity HAVE
be n recognized by medical authorities and in official process,
go ernment reports, and so on, some for three centuries ..

ThJ way he is confusiong the issue enables the ongoing
un~ecessary physical, financial, emotional, and human rights
ab~ses of a long-recognized group which is not in the same
~c~entific, historical, or official situation ~is sub-group is in.

>:\;-lh~ way he refuses to discuss his shadow indicates fear is
. pa~t of the equation.

i

He!is denying the history of other sub groups in a way
th~'t distracts form his colleagues' continued promotion of
ab se of the other, medically and officially long-recognized
su groups.

i
Helmay be allowing, without understanding how, his concern
fo~ his own personal situation to jeopardize and in fact help
pr+vent recognition of liability issues arising from the practice
hi$ colleagues have made, which has been to eclipse issues
refating to long-recognized groups by pretending their issues
are synonymous with those of one, possibly new, sub group.

I

This fight--between those who selfishly place their parochial
pefspective and concerns relating to "environmental illness"
ah~ad of the ongoing uneccessary abuse and killing of other
persons, by pretending that they speak for and tell the story of
all the others when they put forward only the perspective of
on~ sub-group--is what tore AEHA apart, and it is the basis
oflmost of the factionalism in the community of persons affected.
Itlis the issue over which - four times wuite the
muth more broad-based and inclusive Allergy and Environmental
Heflth Association

!
A ~articularly tragic element is that the people who are in
so~e of the unrepresented and obscured sub groups are in
much more dire circumstances than anyone I have met who
HA~ a legitimate diagnosis of environment;;4i~lJ,ness, including
pepple with full blown chemical sensit~vitiesw~~have died.

I i

sotry Mac. Get past your pain. T.tJ.erei are oth~rswho are
muph worse off, and the way you tell tl1e story violates them.


